Abstract -Orthogonal transformation has been used for State Estimation, since it is hard to solve by normal WLS method when weights of some measurements differ much from others. Though the numerical stability of orthogonal transformation has been generally accepted, it is reported that the efficiency might be another problem for Orthogonal SE. An efficient engine for orthogonal SE has been proposed in this paper, which is based upon fast Givens rotation and sparse matrix techniques. Further considerations including column & rows ordering, block matrix, and fixed factor table are also explained in order to further improve the performance of this engine especially on large-scale systems. Performance testing has been made on a desktop computer using multiple power systems of different sizes, and the feasibility and efficiency of this engine has been verified.
INTRODUCTION
For a group of measurement data at a certain time, State Estimation (SE) is used to determine the estimated values of state variables (usually nodal voltages), and then perform bad data detection and identification. Weighted Least Square (WLS) is the fundamental method of SE, which has a good convergent capability and high quality of estimation, but needs a large quantity of computation and memory. When weights of some measurements differ from others as much as 100 multiples or more, the SE problem becomes hard to solve. The improvement forms of WLS are: (1) Fast Decoupled method, and (2) Orthogonal Transformation method. The later is chosen to be the topic of this paper trying to make it more efficient while still maintaining the stability and simplicity at the same time. The relationship between cross angle and measuring errors of two vectors is shown visually in Fig 1.1 , where the area of shadow part denotes the error of the solution. When V1 and V2 are orthogonal, the error of the solution will become the minimum. During the past years, significant progress has been achieved on orthogonal transformation, whose numerical stability has been generally accepted compared with WLS, hybrid method, normal equations with constraints, and etc [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . How to improve computational efficiency is the target of this paper.
II. MODEL DESCRIPTION

A. WLS-Based Formulation
Measurement equations of a measuring system can be formulated as [8] : 
In which, H is called Jacobian matrix of measurement. And then the objective function can be rewritten as:
, which is called Residual Error Vector
Where, S is an upper triangle matrix. The objective function then comes into
To minimize the objective function, there must be
So ∆x can be obtained by solving a group of linear equations, and the solution will be used to update the state variables.
III. ORTHOGONAL TRANSFORMATION
A. Standard Givens Rotation
where
One element is eliminated a time, until there are no nonzero elements on the left side of the diagonal line. Since there needs four times of multiplication for an iteration, the standard Givens rotation is also called 4-multiplication scheme.
B. Fast Givens Rotation
Let us assume for a moment that c≠0. Then the Givens rotator Q can be factorized as
where t=s/c (the c-transformation). If c=0 (or very small), the s-transformation can be used instead:
where k=c/s Consider an m×n matrix B with full rank and m>n. A sequence of rotations can be used to triangularize B as indicated below: For a certation row to be rotated, fast Givens can be performed by either c-or s-transformation, provided the orginal matrix to be factorized has a full rank.
The c-transformation can be formulated as
And the s-transformation is formulated as follows
Where, p and q are intermediate variables, and detailed description can be found in the reference [9, 10] .
IV. FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS
A. Column Ordering
Since the columns of Jacobian matrix are corresponding to state variables, i.e. nodal voltages, the Minimum Degree criterion should be followed for column ordering, so that there will be less nonzero fill-in's during orthogonal transformation. Additionally, columns for voltage magnitude and angle should be arranged alternately, in order to keep the sparsity on the upper-left part of the matrix.
B. Rows Ordering
The scheme of dynamic pivot selection is suggested to deal with dynamic nonzero fill-in in the process of factorization. For i-step shown in Fig 4. 1, the row with minimum number of nonzeros is selected as the pivot row, and then all the rows below with nonzero bji will be rotated by ascending order of number of nonzero elements. 
C. Sparse Matrix
A structure of sparse matrix [11] has been designed for large-scale sparse matrix storage and operation, as shown in Fig 4. 2. Basically, there are two compact vectors for each row of the matrix, which are Value and Index for nonzero elements only (either original or new fill-in), whose memory has been allocated dynamically. All the addresses of rows are saved in another vector with the name of the matrix to make it easy and efficient to use.
D. Block Matrix
With the development of orthogonal rotations, the lowerright part of matrix is becoming denser more and more. Taking the 14 nodes system as an example, the changing process on the sparsity of Jacobi matrix is shown in Fig 4.3 . Numerical experiments on large systems showed that orthogonal operation will be slowing down distinctly when it comes to 6000 and more steps. Inspired by the thought of block decomposition [12, 13] , the lower-right part is regarded as a dense submatrix and rotated seperately until the upperright triangular matrix is formed. 
E. Fixed Factor Table
Usually there will be multiple iterations of orthogonal transformation to reach a convergent SE solution. To improve the performance further, the weighted Jacobi matrix Hw in equation (2) (3) (4) (5) can be factorized into a Fixed Factor Table saving the information of the whole rotation process, which is just similar to that in Fast Decoupled Power Flow. For the varying residual error vector in certain iteration, only a single fast forward & back substitution is necessary to obtain the solution of voltage correction. Additionally, orthogonal SE converges on a solution after fewer iterations [14] . A specific testing case has also been made on 4000 nodes model, to show the effect of block matrix technique, especially when orthogonal rotation comes to 6000 rows and more, as shown in Fig 5. 2. In order to show the advantage of the engine proposed in this paper, a comparison has been made on performance of various testing cases from both the references and our own resource, as shown in Tab 5.1. 
V. TESTING CASES
A. System Information
VI. CONCLUSION
An efficient engine for orthogonal SE has been proposed, which is based upon fast Givens rotation and sparse matrix techniques. Further considerations including column & rows ordering, block matrix, and fixed factor table, are also explained in order to improve the performance of the engine especially on large-scale systems. Performance testing has been made on a desktop computer using power systems of different sizes, and the feasibility and efficiency of this engine has been verified. This orthogonal SE/engine can works as an alternative function where equations are solved in normal WLS product.
form of WLS, but also the connectivity of state estimation core engine with observability and bad data analysis.
Tom: In system integration, orthogonal SE/engine works as an alternative function where equations are solved in normal WLS product. All the peripheral functions are shared including observability analysis and bad data detection. Related information has been added to Section 4.6.
